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About This Content

Ever wonder where all the orc women are? Wonder no more! This second booster pack for Orcs Must Die 2 introduces deadly
new enemies and fortresses. It’s a family reunion you won’t want to miss!

Key Features

Three exciting new levels!

Three additional Endless Mode conversions!

Two new weapons - Stone Staff and Teleportation Ring!

One new trinket – the mysterious Jar of Ghosts!

The most frightening enemy yet – the Ball and Chain – and her consort, the Hobgoblin Healer!

New “Zero Mana Use” skull award!

New Character Skin!
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Title: Orcs Must Die! 2 - Family Ties Booster Pack
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Robot Entertainment
Publisher:
Robot Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor:2GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon x1950 or better with 256MB VRAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:9 GB HD space

Additional:Broadband Internet connection recommended for co-op play.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Polish
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orcs must die 2 - family ties booster pack

Have not played this. but im recommending because i can.. For a one man dev team you did something really special here and I
hope the dev continues with this diamond in the rough.
I like the focus on connections between people and how you have to use them to your advantage.

This one is worth a least a go or two and I do not regret my purchase.
.
What you can do: Form relationships and advance your career as a pirate, politcian, diplomat, naval officer.

What I'd like to see: More attention on the space aspect of everything such as stations, being able to perhaps purchase or build a
station(an example would be a mining station in which you can hire people to mine asteroids for profit)
Overall I'd like to see the scope of the game magnified but first I'd rather the dev concentrate on getting what he has now up to
snuff, the UI is good but feels clunky and there are some features that aren't in the game (player marriages, children and the
like) due to some bug related to those portions of the game.

Support this dev as he clearly cares enough about the game, and remember he is just one person. Orange Juice, please! I'm a
college student, I have debts to pay and im already eating Cup Noodles every night!
If you release DLC for the game I play during my lectures, im obviously going to buy it!
Because of this it was either eat dinner (Premium cup noodle) or buy this!
And I 100% made the right decision!
10\/10 will starve again for more DLC. The platforming is fun, as the game introduces new concepts at a regular pace to keep
the action fresh. My biggest gripe is that the rhythm and the timing of the inputs sometimes feel like they don't match up - it's
something I'm hoping they patch for the future. The real selling point is the soundtrack, which I would 100% recommend
picking up with the game. Overall, this is a really cool indie title that is very much worth the investment.. Originally planned for
a "time filler" during our 2018 Extra Life stream, Treadnauts turned into just about the most fun I had in that 24-hour span.
Hectic and crazy but with a sense of control that simply feels great, this is the perfect "couch game" for anyone playing as well
as anyone watching.. I can play on the web with a bad UI the original. Clean design, competent AI for single player, as well as
solid online\/offline multiplayer. Do recommend as a mancala game.
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Great game i love it...fun and relax... A very interesting game! addictive! enjoyable! And fun, highly recommend !!!. Well that
was great! I really appreciate the attempt to make a VR film and don't mind paying four quid to encourage them to make more.
Yes the scale was off but that seemed like a problem with the lenses not being the same size as your real eyes or something and
hopefully that will get sorted with more investment. I thought that not having a full 360 view would be a problem but it actually
worked well, kind of the same idea as IMAX films. The player dealt with tilting the head left or right well and the video was
smooth. Also, was it just me or did the sound of the voices track with head movement? The sickening bits were caused by
sudden camera turns which I think were less sickening with the motion blur effect. More please!. The f*ck is this game, wew.
Good thing I was able to finish this.. If you want to find the nostagic feelings when playing arcade fighting games, this is
definitely the game you should buy. Just purchase today, ans I'm pleased with it. though, I hope the game can run a little bit
smoother like KOF 2002 UM. Hopefully they will come up with the update patch soon. Waiting for Last Blade 2 and Garou to
be released soon.
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